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Message from the Guest Editors

Wearable sensors are increasingly used to perform human gait and motion measurements. Some key issues of this success are their features of unobtrusiveness, light-weight, possibility to be used out of the lab, low costs and ease of use.

We invite original research papers and review articles aimed at proposing new kinds of wearable gait sensor systems, new methods for sensor signal processing, reports on applications in healthcare field, innovative and non-traditional motion analysis applications.

Contributions may include, but are not limited to:

- characterization of systems, techniques and methods for motion and gait analysis
- clinical reports using wearable sensors
- wearable sensors, methods and/or techniques for physiological monitoring
- wearable sensors, methods and/or techniques for medical decision making
- wearable sensors, methods and/or techniques for telemedicine applications
- wearable sensors, methods and/or techniques for activities modelling
- wearable sensor for motion analysis
- innovative applications of wearable sensor systems
Message from the Editorial Board

Sensors is a leading journal devoted to fast publication of the latest achievements of technological developments and scientific research in the huge area of physical, chemical and biochemical sensors, including remote sensing and sensor networks. Both experimental and theoretical papers are published, including all aspects of sensor design, technology, proof of concept and application. Sensors organizes Special Issues devoted to specific sensing areas and applications each year.

Author Benefits

Open Access: free for readers, with article processing charges (APC) paid by authors or their institutions.

High visibility: indexed by the Science Citation Index Expanded (Web of Science), MEDLINE (PubMed), Ei Compendex, Inspec (IET) and Scopus.

CiteScore (2018 Scopus data): 3.72; ranked 9/123 in 'Physics and Astronomy: Instrumentation' and 102/661 in 'Electrical and Electronic Engineering'.
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